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Executive Summary
In Harmony Liverpool continues to perform well against targets in relation to reach,
academic and musical attainment, wellbeing and community engagement:
During this period, September 2014 to August 2015, although Faith Primary School in West
Everton remained at the centre of In Harmony Liverpool, with every child taking part,
provision also extended to secondary school age young people (currently up to 17 years)
through community based after school activity at Liverpool Philharmonic at the Friary, other
primary age children living in the West Everton postcode boundary, musicianship for the
younger Beacon year groups and early years activity for very young children and
parents/carers.


In Harmony Liverpool has engaged 735 children and young people aged 0-17 and their
families in Everton between February 2009 and July 2015. Children and young people
are making music for up to 10 hours every week in and out of school through In
Harmony.



In 2014/15 In Harmony engaged 586 children and young people aged 0 – 17 years and
their families. This represents a major increase in scope and reach within the
programme since the first year in 2009.



The year marked a major expansion of the programme into Everton Nursery School and
an extension of the programme of work in Beacon Church of England Primary School.
This expansion is planned to increase further in 2015/16. In Harmony Liverpool will be
working with over 700 children and young people under 18 and their families every
week from September 2015.



Whilst all primary school aged school children at Faith Primary School are accessing up
to 4.5 hours per week of music making in curriculum time, 40% of those children
participated in after school provision including wind, brass, percussion and chamber
ensembles – participating in up to 10 hours per week.



In Harmony Liverpool has been a catalyst for improvements in children’s academic
progress and attendance across the Faith Primary School population since 2009.
o

o

o

In 2009, 28% of the school population were reaching national expectations in Maths
and in 2014/15 82% of pupils did. In writing there has been an increase from 28% 54% and in Reading, from 34% to 74%.
Test results at Key Stage 2 in July 2015 were heartening as this year group are the
first to have gone through 6 years of involvement in In Harmony: 83% were at level 4
and above in reading and writing and 75% were at level four and above in Maths.
This compares with the previous year when 70% were at level four and above in
Maths, 80% in writing and 90% in reading.
“The test results at Key Stage 2 are important this year as they prove that after 6
years of involvement in In Harmony, there is no negative impact on progress and

o

attainment of allocating curriculum time to music. The fact that we are maintaining
progress with attainment is an unbelievable thing.” (Headteacher)
Evidence from the Head Teacher, school data, school teachers, parents, musicians
and Ofsted school inspections highlights contributing factors including:
o The development of cognitive skills through music;
o Improved motivation to learn, enhanced concentration and focus in
children;
o Improvements in the culture of school as a ‘learning community’ through
children and adults learning instruments and performing in orchestras
together.



School attendance has increased 3.5% between 2008 and 2015 from 91.2% to 94.7%



In Harmony Liverpool has exceeded expectations in relation to musical attainment. The
team have developed equivalent levels (not examined) and compare attainment against
ABRSM grades.
o In Year 4 and above, 84% of children are playing at Grade 1 or above, 61% playing at
Grade 2 or above and 27% of children playing at a level of Grade 3 or higher.
o 73% of children are playing at a Bronze level (ABRSM Music Medals) by the end of
Year 3. The medium term aim of the programme is that a majority would be at the
Silver level by the end of Year 3, and this shows that In Harmony Liverpool is making
progress towards this ambition, as over a quarter of children are now reaching this
level, compared with none in the previous year.
o Of the year six leavers 67% were playing at Grade 3 or above.
o Two thirds of children continue music making on transition to secondary school.
o By the time children reach the end of year 6, their overall musical development will
have included:
o Performing in 20+ events, including high profile, prestigious concerts in
Liverpool Philharmonic Hall and nationally at venues such as the Southbank
Centre, the Royal Albert Hall and the Sage Gateshead
o Taking part in over 150 orchestra and ensemble rehearsals
o Singing in ensembles every school day
o Developing high levels of musicianship
o Composing and performing their own music and collaborating with other
young musicians
o Regularly working with local, national and international world class
musicians
o Achieving excellent musical knowledge and understanding through
attending frequent live performances by visiting professional artists,
ensembles and the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra
o Completion of Arts Award Explore



Wellbeing outcomes remain encouraging and in February 2015, the Royal Liverpool
Philharmonic (RLP) published a special report, Year Five Evaluation: Health and
Wellbeing Special Report. This report explored the impact of the programme on the
health and wellbeing of the children and the families and community in depth. Work has
been ongoing to establishing closer relationships with the Liverpool NHS Clinical
Commissioning Group (CCG) which will assist in gathering health data in future years.
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o

o
o



The latest data (June 2015) continues to show improvements with positive increases
across all critical inputs from July 2012 to date. In particular, we have seen
improvements in resilience and aspiration between 2012 and 2015.
Children report improved self-confidence, teamwork, future aspirations,
cooperation, resilience, enjoyment of school and music, and a sense of belonging.
Children demonstrate improved behaviour, confidence, listening, reflection and
awareness, with strong evidence that greater maturity and focus is emerging as
reported by teachers, musicians and parents, and apparent in evaluation focus
groups.

Community Engagement continues to develop as the programme becomes more
established:
o

o
o
o

Parental engagement with school and children’s learning is accelerating and
deepening. Music is linking key events in families’ lives and becoming a normal part
of life within the community;
100% of parents surveyed feel the In Harmony programme has helped develop
positive relationships with their children and with the school;
Parents are proud of their children and young people in a collective way as well as
individually;
3438 people have attended 29 concerts and events from the community throughout
the year.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

As In Harmony Liverpool enters its seventh year of operation in Everton, this report is a
summary of the impact evaluation data gathered in its sixth year. It focuses on the
educational attainment, progression and wellbeing of the children and young people, the
attendance and reach of the programme, and the impact of In Harmony in the Everton
Community.

1.2.

During 2015/16 a refreshed approach has been adopted to the evaluation process and we
are now publishing two reports a year. The first is this short data summary report which
relates to the academic year and seeks to maintain the data sets and ensure that the
evaluation continues to inform the management of the programme. The second will be a
special report that focuses on the impact of the project on early years education to be
published in Spring 2016.

1.3.

In Harmony Liverpool continues to be evaluated against the outcomes and outputs outlined
in the original programme document submitted to the Department for Education (then
known as Department for Children, Schools and Families) in autumn 2008, as well as
indicators that have been identified as the programme has progressed. However, the data
being collected has had to be refined to reflect the major expansion in the programme and
the newly revised framework is attached as Appendix One.

1.4.

The academic year has been a significant one for In Harmony Liverpool for several reasons:
o

o
o

o

1.5.

A new headteacher was appointed to Faith Primary School, Mr Paul Mackenzie. After
working under the leadership of Sister Moira Meeghan for five years, this was a major
change for the In Harmony team as well as the school staff;
The In Harmony programme expanded its work within Beacon Church of England
Primary School extending provision to Nursery/Reception and years 1 and 2 pupils;
In March 2015, the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic announced a second major expansion
of the programme to Everton Nursery School and Family Centre. Supported through
funding from the National Foundation for Youth Music through to July 2016, this new
partnership will enable more than 200 children under 5-years-old and their families in
Everton to take part in music-making for up to two hours every week, led by Liverpool
Philharmonic’s In Harmony team, Everton Nursery School teachers and musicians from
the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra;
RLP launched its new strategic plan for 2015-2020 with the mission to enhance and
transform lives through music. The plan continues to reposition the organisation as
rooted in its community and as an ensemble of professionals playing our part and
encouraging, respecting and enabling others to play their part. Learning and
engagement sits at the heart of the plan with the aspiration to expand transformational
learning programmes that generate musical, educational, health and wellbeing benefits
to City of Liverpool residents.

It is in this context that this report has been prepared. Major growth in the programme, an
expansion of the funding partnerships that support it and significant personnel changes have
occurred within an external context where funding is precarious and political change and
economic pressures are having a major impact on the cultural sector as well as wider
society.
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2.

The Children and Young People

2.1.

During 2014/15, the expansion of the programme to Beacon Church of England Primary and
Everton Nursery School meant that the reach grew significantly with 586 children aged from
0 – 17 taking part, an increase of almost 60% on the 237 who took part in 2013/14.
In total, since 2009, 285 children have had instruments at some stage, with 175, the
highest number to date, taking part in the orchestra programme in 2014/15.
In addition to this, 419 children took part in non orchestral musical activity during 2014/15
as part of In Harmony across the three centres. This included Tots classes, nursery and
reception musicianship and work within Everton Nursery School. This reflected the major
expansion in the programme and the numbers form a useful baseline for future years.

Early Years Participation
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Table One: Early Years Participation - Non Orchestral Musical Activity across the Centres
Since the programme began in February 2009, In Harmony has therefore engaged more
than 730 children and young people in West Everton from Early Years to age 17.
The children currently engaged in the orchestral programme (175 in total) are predominantly
drawn from Faith Primary (129 pupils), however the orchestral programme continues to
extend its reach to children in West Everton via the Beacon Primary school and Secondary
Schools in the area.
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Number of children currently from:

2013/14

2014/15

Faith Primary School

109

129

The Beacon Church of England Primary School

14

21

Other Primary Schools

1

2

North Liverpool Academy

2

7

Notre Dame Catholic College

6

10

Other Secondary Schools

7

6

Total

139

175

Table Two: Number of Children Involved in the Orchestral Programme
In addition to the number of children playing an instrument and taking part in non
orchestral music activity, the In Harmony programme has a broader reach through
performances, the In Harmony Summer School, links with local community organisations, In
Harmony at Home and volunteer and parental engagement.





2.2.

In Harmony at Home has engaged with 77 children and their families
Over the last 12 months, 10 volunteers and student placements have been completed
from the University of Liverpool, Hope University, RNCM, the Liverpool Philharmonic
Youth Orchestra and Youth Choir and the local West Everton community
12 members of Faith Primary School Staff remain engaged on the programme, learning
an instrument and playing alongside children in the West Everton Children’s Orchestra
The In Harmony programme has reached an estimated 3,438 people through public
performances.

The children and families live in an area that is situated within the most deprived area of
Liverpool. Index of Multiple Deprivation figures (2010) show that 97.6% of people living in
the area are in the 5% most deprived nationally, with 84.5% being in the most deprived 1%.
There has been little change in this profile since 2007.








1

48.1% of children in the area live in poverty against an 18.6% national average.
18% of children aged 4-5 years and 21% aged 10-11 are obese.
A quarter of households are lone parent households, the 5th highest of all Liverpool
wards.
Almost half of the ward’s population have no formal qualifications.
Employment and self employment rates are low, while unemployment and
economic inactivity due to long term sickness/ disability is high.
Incidents of crime are decreasing from 1,778 in 2012/13 to 1,717 in 2013/14.
Many children enter the school at levels below the national average and Key Stage 2
results are lower that the Liverpool attainment rate for all subjects.1

http://liverpool.gov.uk/media/120892/everton.pdf
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2.3.

Faith Primary: 2014/15
The number of children on roll at Faith Primary has historically been small. There are some
existing small classes and therefore statistical comparisons must be taken in context. Pupil
numbers are however growing in the school and the reach of In Harmony therefore
continues to grow.



64% of the children on roll were entitled to free school meals against a sector average
(based on Liverpool City Council data 2010/ 2011) of 33%
The number of children on roll assessed as having Special Educational Needs (School
Action, School Action Plus, Statement) halved in 2014/15 from 32% to 16%

Baseline
No.
Total
number of
pupils on
roll

%

93

2008 /09
No.

%

94

2009/10
No.

%

104

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013 /14

2014/15

No.

No.

No.

No.

No

118

66

Free
School
Meals

Pupils with
Statements
/ SEN or
supported
at School
Action Plus
Pupils with
SEN
supports at
School
Action
Total SEN

4

4%

16

17%

9

%

9%

110

66

11

%

9%

132

68

11

%

10%

34

37%

25

27%

28

27%

27

23%

24

22%

38

41%

41

44%

37

36%

38

32%

35

32%

%

168

%

188

68

65

Breakdown

Breakdown

of data not

of data not

data not

available

available

available

48

42

36%

32%

64

Breakdown of

31

16%

Table Three: Faith Primary School Key Statistics
It is important to note that the children who were in Year 6 in the 2014/15 academic year
are the first cohort to have started In Harmony in Year One – they have been part of the
programme for the whole of their primary school life and as such are an important year
group to track.
2.4.

Faith Primary School Academic Attainment:
A significant increase in levels of educational attainment was observed in 2009/10, which
was the first full academic year of In Harmony in the school (having begun in February 2009).
The improvements in attainment have been sustained and remain consistently higher than
2008/09. In 2014/15 the first cohort of children to have been part of In Harmony from the
7

onset sat Key Stage 2 SATs and the results showed a significant improvement on previous
years.
“The test results at Key Stage 2 are important this year as they prove that after 6 years of
involvement in In Harmony, there is no negative impact on progress and attainment of
allocating curriculum time to music. The fact that we are maintaining progress with
attainment is an unbelievable thing.” (Headteacher)
Given the major allocation of curriculum time to In Harmony within the school, this is a
major achievement demonstrating the value of the intervention in the development of both
cognitive and non-cognitive skills.
The sample size remains small, even with the 100% increase on roll since In Harmony started
in the school (94 - 188 pupils).
2008/09
Writing 28
Reading 34
Maths
28

2009/10
37
47
40

2010/11
39
52
42

2011/12
45
59
57

2012/13
44
54
58

2013/14
42
51
52

2014/15
54
74
82

Table Four: Percentage of Faith Primary School pupils meeting National Expectations

Percentage of Faith Primary
School pupils meeting National
Expectations
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Writing
Reading
Maths
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It is important to note that in 2014/15, there were 30 pupils taking Key Stage One tests and
three failed to take them. The figures relate to the 27 pupils who did take the tests:
KEY STAGE ONE
Reading
Writing
Mathematics

2013/14
79%
74%
79%

2014/15
89%
70%
100%

Table Five: Percentage of Pupils who attained Level Two or above in Key Stage One2
It is important to note that there were 12 pupils taking Key Stage Two tests in 2014/15 as
opposed to 11 in 2013/14. Of the 11 and 12, three pupils and two pupils respectively were
supported by school action plus or with a statement of SEN.
KEY STAGE TWO
Reading
Writing
English Grammar, punctuation and spelling
Mathematics

2013/14
90%
80%
60%
70%

2014/15
83%
83%
75%

Table Six: Percentage of Pupils who attained Level Four or above in Key Stage Two

2.5.

Musical Attainment:
In assessing musical progress, the team continues to maintain a database of technical
progression on instruments by children, however it is transitioning to a more robust system
whereby the children’s skills are updated as they are achieved, and the children’s attainment
and progress is demonstrated through audio and video recordings, to provide a more
complete picture of the child’s musical journey and progress.
Within this, the team are still looking to assess against recognised national and international
benchmarks, which at this stage takes the form of Musician assessment of individual
children against ABRSM (Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music) music medals and
individual graded instrument examinations. Please note this is teacher assessment and no
formal external examinations have been completed.
Historically the In Harmony Liverpool team have developed their own levels and sublevels to
keep track of the young musicians’ progress in the programme. Whilst this has been useful in
tracking technical development on instruments, it has had limited benefit in terms of
assessing individual musical progression and levels of attainment. Ofsted HMI for Music
Robin Hammerton also issued guidance in June 2014 regarding musical assessment:
“… using levels and sub levels to try to prove pupils’ ongoing progress in music doesn’t work,
as Ofsted has pointed out many times. It is usually superficial, time wasting and neither
reliable nor valid. It is most certainly not any kind of ‘Ofsted requirement’. To be absolutely

2

http://dashboard.ofsted.gov.uk/dash.php?urn=134723
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clear, our inspectors do not expect to see it. There are no, and never were, sub levels in music
anyway, for good reason.” (Published by Ofsted, 16 June, 2014 online at TES Connect)

2015 Musical Assessment
of Primary Age Children @
Faith Primary
ABRSM
Music Medal
Grade
Exam
Pre Copper
Copper
Preparatory
Bronze
Test
Silver
Grade 1
Gold
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5

Total
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4 Year 5

Year
6

Years
%
1-6

25
0

25

6
23

29

1
4

1

3

0

32 26%
31 25%

9

2

1

1

13 11%

5

4
11

6
4
4
1

19

18

19

1
2
5
2
1
12

16 13%
17 14%
9 7%
3 3%
1 1%
122

Table Seven: 2015 Musical Assessment of Primary Age Children at Faith Primary

This table shows that of those in Year 4 and above, 84% of children are playing at Grade 1 or
above, and 61% playing at Grade 2 or above. 27% of children in Year 4 and above are playing
at a level of Grade 3 or higher.
Percentage of Year 3 Children
Achieving Levels (assessed at
end of 2014 – 2015)

Music Medal
Level

Pre-copper
stage
21% Copper Level
47% Bronze Level
27% Silver Level

ABRSM grade approximate
equivalent

5%

Preparatory Test
Grade 1

Table Eight : Percentage of Year 3 Children Achieving Levels (assessed at end of 2014 –
2015)

This table shows that the majority of children (73%) are playing at a Bronze level by the end
of Year 3. The medium term aim of the programme is that a majority would be at the silver
level by the end of Year 3, and this shows that the programme is making progress towards
this ambition, as over a quarter of children are now reaching this level, compared with none
in the previous year.
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Percentage of Year 6 Children
Achieving Levels (assessed at
end of 2014 – 2015)
8%*
8%
17%
42%
17%
8%

Music Medal
Level
Copper Level
Bronze Level
Silver Level
Gold Level
Platinum Level

ABRSM grade approximate
equivalent
Preparatory Test
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5

Table Nine: Percentage of Year 6 Children Achieving Levels (assessed at end of 2014 –
2015)
This cohort is a small, with only 12 children in Year 6 at Faith Primary, but they have shown
excellent progress with 67% playing at Grade 3 or above level. This was assessed at the end
of the academic year by the In Harmony teaching team and was also recorded via iPad for
evaluation purposes. This shows an even spread of attainment, and that most children are
being supported to achieve a high level by the end of primary school.
In Harmony Liverpool Ambition for Musical Outcomes at end of Year 6
The ambition for the programme is to push the overall levels of musical progression so that
children are playing at a Grade 3 level equivalent by the end of Year 6, with some
exceptional young musicians playing at a level as high as Grade 5 ABRSM by the time they
leave Primary School. This focus is already starting to have an impact, with one child in Year
6 reaching that level. With some children in Year 5 now already playing at Grade 3 and 4
level, the hope is that some of these children will push on to Grade 5 level by the end of Year
6.
More than their individual progression however, by the time children reach the end of year
6, their overall musical development will have included:







involvement in 20+ performances, including high profile, prestigious concerts in
Liverpool Philharmonic Hall and nationally at venues such as the Southbank Centre, the
Royal Albert Hall and the Sage Gateshead
taking part in over 150 orchestra and ensemble rehearsals
singing in ensembles every school day
developing high levels of musicianship through their lessons, rehearsals and
musicianship classes
composing and performing their own music and collaborating with other young
musicians
regularly working with local, national and international world class musicians achieving
excellent musical knowledge and understanding through attending frequent live
performance
11




by visiting professional artists, ensembles and the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic
Orchestra
completion of Arts Award Explore

It is these experiences, as much as their individual progress, that set In Harmony Liverpool
apart, creating a rich musical education that delivers In Harmony’s social objectives.
Everton Youth Philharmonic:
2014/2015 has seen the transition of West Everton Super Strings (the senior ensemble for
children once they have left primary school) into a full orchestra – Everton Youth
Philharmonic.
The plan is for this ensemble to grow and incorporate children from Year 5 & 6 to drive their
development in the later stages of primary. This was piloted this year and has been very
successful.
Rod Skipp, Artistic Director of In Harmony Liverpool states:
“The ambition is that this ensemble will play repertoire at a high level, and over the course of
the year, the standard of playing has continued to increase, meaning that by the end of the
year they were playing the Grade 4/5 arrangements of the BBC Ten Pieces Mars and A Night
on the Bare Mountain, as well as Gipsy Overture by Merle Isaac. This was a particular piece
of repertoire that Ron Davis Alvarez, a visiting conductor from El Sistema in Venezuela
suggested, and his visit and focus on orchestral & rehearsal discipline really lifted the overall
level of the ensemble. Repertoire seems to be the key driver of this, and plans are already in
place to further drive the levels achieved by this orchestra perhaps linking in again with the
BBC Ten Pieces which is focusing on the secondary age group next year.”
As part of ongoing reflection of the programme, the In Harmony team continues to discuss
current and alternative ways of assessing progress. It is felt that a real time approach to this,
where individual performances are recorded or videoed, will lead to a richer overall
evaluation, and more clearly demonstrate musical progress and attainment in the years to
come. The In Harmony team will trial, evaluate and refine this process throughout the
2015/16 academic year.
Arts Award:
Five young musicians (aged 13 – 17) are nearing the completion of their ‘Silver Arts’ Award.
As part of the Arts Award the young musicians developed the 2014 In Harmony Summer
School: generating the theme, approving repertoire, mentoring students, taking a role in
teaching younger children, organising activities, recruiting volunteers, managing logistics,
communication and planning. Their contribution appears to have been central to the success
of the Summer School and is a great example of how a music ensemble generates learning
beyond musical attainment and the power of youth leadership within the programme. 19
children from Year 5 also completed their Arts Award Explore connected to the BBC Ten
Pieces project.
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2.6.

Wellbeing:
In February 2015, the RLP published a special report, Year Five Evaluation: Health and
Wellbeing Special Report.3 This report explored the impact of the programme on the health
and wellbeing of the children and the families and community in depth and can be viewed
separately to this report.
Throughout the programme, wellbeing surveys have been undertaken with In Harmony
children. These surveys are conducted with children from Faith Primary School, Beacon
Primary School and West Everton Super Strings musicians.
The wellbeing surveys have been conducted in this format since July 2012 and therefore
comparable data and analysis is only available from this date. The key components that
were identified as critical inputs to wellbeing are:






I help other people
I carry on trying even if I find something hard
I try hard with my school work
I want to do well
I feel happy at school

The following surveys have been undertaken during 2014/15:




October 2014 – a total of 67 responses from children in Years 2 – 6
March 2015 – a total of 69 responses from children in Years 2 – 6
June 2015 – a total of 64 responses from children in Years 1 – 6

The following table shows percentages of children answering positively (response ‘Strongly
agree’ or ‘agree’) from the total number of responses:

Jul-12

Dec-12

Mar-13

Jul-13

Oct-13

Mar-14

Jul-14
93.3

Oct
-14
92

Mar
-15
83

June
-15
91

I help other people

87.3

82

83.8

79.4

89.2

92.2

I carry on trying even if I find something hard

69.6

76.4

75.7

76.3

81.5

82.8

82.7

85

76

88

I try hard with my school work

91.1

80.9

85.1

86.6

91.7

90.8

94.6

94

91

91

I want to do well

89.9

91

89.2

92.8

I feel happy at school

81

74.2

75.7

80.4

91.7

96.8

98.7

97

97

98

86.4

85.9

83.8

78

90

81

Table Ten: Percentages of Children Responding Positively to Wellbeing Indicators
The latest data (June 2015) continues to show improvements with positive increases across
all critical inputs from July 2012 to date. In the summer term 2015 there have been three
exceptionally high percentages for:
 I help other people 91%
 I try hard with my school work 91%
 I want to do well 98%
3

http://issuu.com/liverpoolphilharmonic/docs/in_harmony_liverpool_year_5_evaluat/1?e=1780593/11602551
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Qualitative evidence from the case study children who are being followed throughout the
programme provides further texture to this quantitative data demonstrating that the
children’s aspirations are increasing exponentially, their confidence and commitment to
wanting to succeed is growing and their resilience is increasing.
“Work hard, good education, good job, nice house – that’s what I want” (Year 6)
“You need to be good at music to succeed in life.” (Year 6)
“Noone has been to University in my family but I want to go.”(Year 6)
“I want to work on beauty or nails –maybe I can paint musical notes on nails or play classical
music to the customers?” (Year 6)
“It’s a great opportunity and gives you a better life and experiences – we have been to some
places we would never have gone to without it.” (Year 6)
“I have learned things fast and now know more than I used to know and I can do more than I
used to be able to do.” (Year 4)
“I have learned to give things a chance.” (Year 3)
“I have a better personality and help other kids more.” (Year 3)
“I am a leader and that means I take control and keep order. I like that. If someone doesn’t
know what to do they look at the leaders and that makes me feel good – frightening
sometimes though!”(Year 6)
“It only makes sense when we work together as the instruments don’t sound right when you
are playing on your own. If I make a mistake it matters but others help.” (Year 5)
“This year has been harder than before .... everyone is doing different things at the same
time. It’s more fun.” (Year 4)
Children were asked a question in interviews in July 2015 that mined their understanding of
the demands of In Harmony – “What advice would you give to a younger pupil just starting
In Harmony?” The responses were illuminating highlighting the mutual support that exists
within the orchestral environment and the willingness to support and help one another as
well as the reassurance that it is acceptable to fail:
“Don’t worry about it – it’s hard at first. I will help you.” (Year 4)
“It’s ok not to get it right.” (Year 3)
“Pick a small instrument so you can take it home!” (Year 5)
There is evidence to triangulate this from parents and teachers who continue to comment
on the increased confidence of the children and the life choices that they now have:
“I continue to see growing confidence in the children – they are prepared to give things a go.
There is a growing maturity in the upper years.” (Teacher)
“The home lives of our children haven’t changed – there are still some awful circumstances –
but, we are less aware of it – it is not on the surface as the children are developing better
coping strategies and more resilience.” (Teacher)
“Noone can say that their son or daughter can’t play an instrument now and that opens up
life to them.” (Parent)
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2.7.

The Programme’s Reach and Attendance:
In 2014/15 all primary and secondary children on In Harmony Liverpool took part in a
minimum of 3 public performances, with 77% of children performing in more than 5 events
and 15% in more than 7 events.

Percentage of children:

2012 - 2013

2013 – 2014

2014- 2015

Taking part in at least 3 performances this year

100%

100%

100%

Taking part in 5 or more performances this year

77%

57%

77%

Taking part in 7 or more performances this year

34%

26%

15%

Taking part in 9 or more performances this year

30%

11%

7%

Table Eleven: Involvement in ‘In Harmony’ Performances

Faith Primary School

Number of sessions available to eligible children per week, in school

9/10

10/11

11/12

12/13

13/14

14/15

5

7

8

8

9

7

71

69

69

75

99

64%

45%

62%

58%

36.4%

46%

55%

75%

74%

69%

time (KS1 and KS2) only
Total number of eligible children for out of school sessions

% of eligible children on average attending after school provision (Yr 2
/3 Mini Strings, WBP, WESS)

Frequency of attendance at after school sessions (% of available

16%

sessions)

Table Twelve: Available Provision
The above table demonstrates that 36.4% of eligible primary children are taking part in after
school provision in addition to the 4.5 hours per week of in-school curriculum time.
Commitment by children to attending after school sessions has remained broadly consistent
with 2013/14 levels at 69%.
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Regularly

% of after school sessions
attended by regular
participants

Year group
2
3
4
5
6
TOTAL

Fraction:
8/30
4/19
11/18
8/20
5/12
36/99

Percentage:
26.7%
21.1%
61.1%
40.0%
41.7%
36.4%

53.3%
50.0%
91.7%
72.7%
83.3%
69.2%

Table Thirteen: Faith Children attending regularly

Percentage of Non-Faith children attending after school clubs
At least once
Regularly
WESS (Secondary)
37/37
100%
WESS
Beacon
19/19
100%
Beacon
Other
1/1
100%
Other

27/37
14/19
1/1

73%
73.7%
100%

73%
73.7%
100%

Table Fourteen: Non Faith Children attending after school provison

Faith Primary

Total hours of In
Harmony curriculum
provision received
for the full year

Nursery/pre school
Reception
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6

50 hours 45 minutes
54 hours
84 hours
104 hours
104 hours
98 hours 45 minutes
100 hours 15 minutes
89 hours

Table Fifteen: Total hours of In Harmony provision received for academic year 2014/15 (within
school time only)
The children who attended after school activity as well as provision in school time, obviously
received a significantly higher number of hours of delivery. Two children in Year 6 received
over 215 hours of In Harmony provision across the academic year – over 120 hours of that
being in their own time after school.
In addition to these opportunities, children continue to take instruments home to practice
although there are many constraints on this that affect their taking up the opportunity.
Some examples cited include the presence of babies in the house who they would disturb,
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the logistics of carrying the heavy instruments, the lack of storage in the home for the
instrument and the fear of damage to either the instrument or the home:
“I scraped the floor with my cello and got wrong!” (Year 3)
However, children appear to remain committed to the need for practice:
“How would I get better if I didn’t take my instrument home?” (Year 6)
The children appreciate performance opportunities and they give a great sense of pride.
“I was so proud of all of us when we were on that stage.” (Year 6 – referring to 6th Birthday
Concert)
“I enjoy performing. It is necessary to perform to show your talents.”
For some children performing remains challenging:
“When you perform everyone is watching you. You should play for your own satisfaction.”

2.8.

Progression

Secondary
Progression
Number of
children moved
up from Year 6
into Year 7 whilst
involved with In
Harmony
Number
continuing with
music with In
Harmony in given
year

09/10

8
Number

1

10/11

%

13%

10
Number

6

11/12

%

60%

21
Number

15

12/13

%

71%

16
Number

13

13/14

%

81%

10
Number

7

14/15

%

70%

13
Number

7

15/16

%

54%

16
Number

9

%

56%

Table Sixteen: Progression to Secondary School
Continuation of music making on transition to secondary school remains at high levels.
Whilst many young people continue with music at secondary school or elect to follow other
interests, over half (54% or 56% depending on year quoted) of young people remain
involved with In Harmony Liverpool, demonstrating good commitment similar to 2012/13
levels.
Progressing children in Year 6 Case Study groups at both Beacon and Faith were asked about
their intentions on moving up to secondary school and their comments appear to suggest
some of the reasons for non continuation:
“You get pulled away from your mates – I want to do cool stuff and it might mean that I
would rather spend time with my mates than doing music” (Year 6)
“I am going to continue until I am 13 and see how it goes from there.” (Year 6)
Progression to secondary school is an area identified for special consideration in 2016/17,
the seventh year of the evaluation of the programme.
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3.

The Schools

3.1

Faith Primary
The new headteacher started in September 2014 and has overseen the In Harmony
programme in Faith for the whole academic year. From an early interview with the new
head it was clear that he saw the value and impact of In Harmony on the school and its
community and he has taken an active part in the orchestra by starting to learn to play
trombone.
He wants to ensure the alignment of In Harmony with longer term plans moving forward.
Raising standards has to be a priority and he is keen to explore cross curricular activity. He
accepts the fact that the project is a generation-long project and that it cannot achieve its
aims in the short term.
The introduction of a new leader into the school is an interesting new dimension to the
programme. It is evident that school leadership is important to the success of such an
immersive programme of work and that the culture of the school must be capable of
handling the co existence of two staff teams – the school staff and the musician team.
The children were aware of changes and shifts in the school environment and commented
on them in interviews.
“Things have changed – some rules are stricter”
“It has been a roller coaster year – loads of stuff has changed”
One interesting comment was about the importance of music to the school and it is
important to note that in the appointment of the new head, the Governors laid great
emphasis on the music including inviting Liverpool Philharmonic’s Executive Director to be
part of the interview panel and all shortlisted candidates taking part in a cello lesson:
“I am on the school council and when we interviewed for the new headteacher I asked them
all about music because it is important to this school”
Teachers in the school continue to see In Harmony as a major strength to the children, the
school and the community:
“It is so rewarding to see the children establishing different types of relationships with the In
Harmony musicians and I still get a complete buzz in orchestra on Friday even 5 years on.”
“Is it important to know what causes change? It has happened and continues to happen. We
see a circle that means that changes in the children create change in the school community
and this in turn changes the community itself within which the school exists. This may be
attracting people to the school – one child came to tots with her nanny and is now in the
school as a direct result of In Harmony. This is good it creates a mix.”
“The children concentrate really well now and are more enthusiastic. Everything in music has
a knock on effect in other areas – listening skills, lining up. The rhyming and songs have an
impact on the children learning to read and write – the visual approach works really well. The
children are being more patient and wait for their turn. They also start singing spontaneously
more. Shy children are more likely to join in. D was very shy but now wants to join in and has
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confidence in music – he will stand up and perform. Children are now sitting and listening far
better – they all want to play on an instrument.”
“The community are more involved and there is great pride in the programme.”
“We are not going to see an accelerated improvement but the standard has improved
hugely. With children with English as a second language it is easier to involve them through
the music and rhythm – it gives them something to be part of. There was a mute girl but she
would always sing – now she chatters away.”
There is great personal achievement too for some teachers:
“I am getting four hours of tuition after school and really enjoying it. Essentially I am getting
one to one tuition.”
However, there is some evidence that staff may not be engaging as enthusiastically with the
programme as they were in the past.
“I value In Harmony greatly for the children as it makes such a difference to their confidence
and maturity but I no longer feel a personal engagement with it.”
“I wonder if people have become ‘desensitised’ to IH and don’t realise what it would be like
without it.”
However, this may be due to changes in the school over the academic year. New leadership
inevitably brought changes to working patterns and processes and will also have impacted
on culture. It will be interesting to monitor the impact this may have as the new academic
year progresses.
The school roll has continued to grow – doubling since In Harmony started - and there is
evidence of significant ‘out of catchment’ admissions although no postcode analysis has
been carried out.
There is some concern from Faith about the expansion of the programme and any impact it
may have on the school. Naturally after six years of being the principal In Harmony school
there is apprehension about how expansion may impact on them: ‘I don’t want it to affect
our time.’ (Headteacher)
A parental survey issued in September 2015 asked three questions about In Harmony
o
o
o

The In Harmony programme has helped me have a positive relationship with my
children
The In Harmony programme has helped me have a positive relationship with Faith
Primary School
The In Harmony programme has helped me feel more involved in the West Everton
Community

100% of parents agreed or strongly agreed with the first two statements and 97% agreed
with the final statement demonstrating a perception that the impact of In Harmony has
been felt on parent/ child relationships, parent/ school relationships and community
involvement.
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3.2.

Beacon Church of England Primary School
Although the In Harmony Liverpool programme has been working with Beacon children
since the onset, it was only the children in eligible postcode addresses. Gradually the
programme has been expanding into the school with musicianship programmes in years 1
and 2. In September 2015, the programme will expand to include all children in the school. A
baseline report has been created that establishes baselines against which impact can be
assessed.
Beacon Church of England Primary School had over 280 children from 2 to 11 years old in
2014/15. There is one class per year group from foundation through nursery and reception
to year 6. The school offers a breakfast club as well as an after school club and is therefore
open from 7.30am to 6pm. This extended school day offers great opportunity for In
Harmony.
It is an 'Outstanding' school according to Ofsted who visited the school in February 2014.

Attendance
Number on Roll
SEN
Free School Meals

2012/13
95.6%
207
12.1%
47%

2013/14
97.1%
220
22.7%
46%

2014/2015
96.4%
280
31%
44%

Table Seventeen: Beacon Key Baseline Data

Writing
Reading
English Grammar
Mathematics

2014: Level 4
and Above
86%
86%
83%
93%

2015: Level 4
and above
90%
90%
86%
100%

2014 Progress

2015 Progress

93%
97%
N/A
100%

100%
100%
N/A
100%

Table Eighteen: Beacon Baseline Attainment Results

The school are clearly delighted to be part of In Harmony and have a page dedicated to the
programme on their web site:
“We are absolutely delighted that our school will become a full partner of the prestigious 'In
Harmony' project in Liverpool. We are so looking forward to this expansion which officially
starts on 1st September 2015.
This will mean that all the children at the Beacon from 2 year olds to 11 year olds will work
weekly with Liverpool Philharmonic Musicians. All children from Y1 upwards will learn an
instrument (having 2 instrument lessons per week) and will also have a weekly orchestral
rehearsal as well. Children from Y1 - Y4 will also learn a string instrument. Children in Y4 - Y6
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can opt to learn a brass, woodwind or percussion instrument. All staff at our school learn an
instrument alongside the children.
The planned expansion was announced at a special 6 year birthday concert at the Liverpool
Philharmonic” (Source: http://www.beaconceprimary.co.uk/page/in-harmony/15348)
Governors have bought into In Harmony and are committed to making it work as are the
staff team. However, there will be significant pressure to evidence impact quickly and
demonstrate that the children are achieving above what they are already doing in music.
“I will need evidence that they have made progress and this will need to be robust and
understood by others so it must be related to existing measures such as examinations – if we
can’t measure it there will be a problem.” (Headteacher)
Music is already a huge part of the ethos of the school – In Harmony is viewed as an
extension of what they already do. The school has an established music curriculum with
brass being taught as well as singing. In Harmony supplemented this with musicianship in
2014/15 as well as continuing to work with the eligible children.
During the 2014/15 school year, some children had more than 5 hours a week of music but
all were doing an hour a week.
“It needs to amplify what is already on offer in the school.” (Headteacher)
The headteacher believes that musicianship is important and can help with phonics. She
wants children to try instruments and go with it – she wants them to be more challenged
and to have greater opportunity for progression. She is keen to see the ‘group experience’ of
In Harmony in the school and feels this is what makes it unique. She wants to see In
Harmony supporting other curriculum areas and the pupils’ confidence. She wants to
challenge the more able children musically and is keen to explore music theory. She feels
that performances would be a great benefit to Beacon not simply because of the
performance element but because it develops teamwork and cooperation. She is interested
in leadership development as well as community impact.
“I am being clever with it and working with the curriculum.” (Headteacher)
It is clear that the model in Beacon will evolve differently to that in Faith as the programme
becomes established. The headteacher sees the opportunity of extending In Harmony to
Beacon as a “next generation model” that builds on previous learning as well as the existing
strengths of the school.
There are challenges as the culture of the school is somewhat different to that of Faith and
the In Harmony team will be working across two very different schools. Behaviour
management is a major concern at Beacon and joint CPD is planned prior to the new term to
ensure the In Harmony team and Beacon’s teaching staff are working together on this as
well as on values and approaches.
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3.3.

Everton Nursery School and Family Centre
Everton Nursery School and Family Centre is located in the Everton and Breckfield wards of
Liverpool and is a Department of Education Teaching School (April 2013) and Children’s
Centre (June 2003). As a maintained nursery school and children's centre, the school and
centre has high quality early childhood education with care at the core of its provision. The
nursery school and children’s centre continue to pioneer new and innovative ways in
enhancing school/ centre based integrated services supporting local families and their young
children and local Early Years practitioners and leaders such as School Direct.
The nursery school currently caters for 154 FTE children from 2 to 5 years, with limited 0-2
year old paid and funded places available. The centre is open for 48 weeks of the year and
provides extended day/year provision.
The mission of Everton Nursery School and Family Centre is to promote the children's
educational and social development and help families have and achieve high expectations
for themselves and the local community.
The RLP had already been working in the nursery with a targeted child-led creative music
making programme so there was an existing relationship and enthusiasm for music within
the early years curriculum.
As with Beacon, a baseline report has been produced that establishes the baseline for the
new programme.
2012/13

2013/14

2014/2015

Summer term Summer term Summer term
Number on Roll

170

135

166

SEN

29

24

44

9

24

Free School Meals 22

Table Nineteen: Everton Nursery School and Family Centre - Key Baseline Data
Supported through funding from the National Foundation for Youth Music through to July
2016, this new partnership will enable more than 200 children under 5-years-old and their
families in Everton to take part in music-making for up to two hours every week, led by
Liverpool Philharmonic’s In Harmony team, Everton Nursery School teachers and musicians
from the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra.
In Harmony Liverpool will provide an early years’ curriculum in Everton Nursery School and
Family Centre that includes:
 Music-making for over 200 children aged 2 – 4 years old focussing on musicianship,
singing and movement
 Targeted child-led music making for children with additional needs
 Weekly drop-in sessions for local families with their ‘tots’
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Regular performances for children and families by children’s ensembles and professional
musicians
Access to concerts and events at Liverpool Philharmonic Hall through Liverpool
Philharmonic’s Paul Hamlyn Foundation supported programme for new audiences, Leap
into Live Music.
Regular professional development, supporting collaborative working between teachers
and musicians.

Through Everton Nursery School and Family Centre’s role as lead for the North Liverpool
Teaching School Alliance, the programme includes a significant focus on professional
development of teachers and musicians.

3.4.

Cross Working:
There is enormous potential for cross working between the three schools as well as
collaboration on CPD and impact measurement. The progression of children from the
Nursery to the two primary schools is to be tracked by the evaluation team as we move
forward and a first meeting of all heads took place in July 2015 where it was agreed that a
termly meeting between them, the In Harmony team and the evaluator would be valuable.
“This is a great opportunity for us as leaders to work together in a range of different ways. In
Harmony could open up a whole host of other possibilities for us.” (Headteacher)
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4.

The Community:

4.1.

In Harmony Liverpool Performances:
The In Harmony concerts are always regularly well attended by family members and
community representatives. In Harmony is viewed as an integral part of the West Everton
community and as such is central to community events such as the annual Out of the Blue
Festival.
During the academic year 2014-15, In Harmony Liverpool has continued to build on existing
relationships with community members and groups to maximize on collaborative working
opportunities where possible.
A number of events this year were particularly targeted for the local community. In October
a Tea & Tunes concert was held at St Peter’s Church, featuring the RLPO ensemble
‘Klezmerish’ led by Principal Double Bass Marcel Becker. This was attended by over 70
members of the community, and provided a great opportunity for the local residents to
meet and chat to members of the RLPO.
The launch of Everton Youth Philharmonic was held at Liverpool Hope University Capstone
Theatre, which was a collaboration with Hope University’s Cornerstone Festival. This was
attended by over 150 parents, local residents and general public.
Small groups sang carols in the entrance of the Royal Liverpool Hospital in December and
another group performed to the young children at Hopscotch Nursery in March.
The In Harmony Liverpool Christmas concert took place in Notre Dame Catholic College for
the second year and was well attended by over 160 people in the audience.
Due to date changes and other commitments In Harmony was unfortunately unable to join
in with the Out of the Blue festival in Everton Park. The team were involved in the planning
process, but due to a late change to the date, were unfortunately unable to take part in the
final event. Planning is underway for involvement next year, and the team are exploring a
possible collaboration with another local children’s orchestra.
This year has also seen the introduction of some parent sessions, giving parents the tools
and skills to support their children in their music making. Two sessions were organised
during Ron Davis Alvarez’s visit, which he led. One was held at Faith Primary School and one
was held at Everton Nursery. These sessions have continued at the nursery, with a 4 week
‘Parent Course’ running in June/July. This will continue next year each half-term.
Due to the personnel changes within the programme this year through maternity leave,
budget restrictions, and the future growth of the programme, it is fair to say that the
community partnerships and collaborative working is an area that has had less focus this
year. This is however a priority for the academic year 2015-16, and the recruitment of a
second In Harmony Liverpool Assistant will allow focused time to explore other future
opportunities.
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Klezmerish - Tea & Tunes

St Peter's Church

Oct-

70

14
West Everton Junior Strings at Merseyside

John Moores Foundation 50th Anniversary, Merseyside

Nov

15

Maritime Museum

Maritime Museum

-14

0

Everton Youth Philharmonic at Liverpool Hope

Everton Youth Philharmonic Launch Concert,

Nov

16

University Capstone Theatre

Cornerstone Festival, Liverpool Hope University

-14

0

Capstone Theatre
In Harmony Liverpool Choir at Royal Liverpool

Carols in the foyer of Royal Liverpool University

Dec-

15

University Hospital

Hospital

14

0

Year 1 Open Lesson

Year 1 Shake Up and Sing and Open lesson in Faith

Dec-

50

Primary School

14

Liverpool Philharmonic at the Friary (2 performances,

Dec-

10

one for Everton Nursery, one for parents)

14

0

Notre Dame Catholic College

Dec-

16

14

0

Dec-

75

Year 2 & 3 Christmas Concert

Year 4,5 & 6 Xmas Concert

In Harmony Liverpool Choir

Faith Primary School Christmas Fayre

14
West Everton Junior Strings at Liverpool Central

Liverpool Philharmonic 175th Anniversary Exhibition

Jan-

Library

Launch

15

Year 3 + some Everton Youth Philharmonic + 1

Launch of In Harmony Liverpool at Everton Nursery

Feb-

Liverpool Philharmonic Youth Orchestra + some

School & Family Centre

15

Hopscotch Nursery

Mar

60

80

Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra members
Year 3 Mini Strings at Hopscotch Nursery

50

-15
Everton Youth Philharmonic / Liverpool

Liverpool Philharmonic at the Friary

Philharmonic Youth Orchestra Side-by-Side
Reception Open Lesson

Mar

80

-15
Faith Primary School

Mar

40

-15
Year 1 Open Lesson

Faith Primary School

Mar

50

-15
West Everton Children’s Orchestra Year 2 & 3

Liverpool Philharmonic at the Friary

performance for Nursery
West Everton Children’s Orchestra Year 2 & 3

Liverpool Philharmonic at the Friary

performance for parents

Mar

14

-15

0

Mar

55

-15

West Everton Children’s Orchestra 4/5/6

Liverpool Philharmonic at the Friary performance with

Mar

Performance

Codi'r To

-15

Year 2 West Everton Mini Strings

Light Night at Liverpool Central Library

May

80

80

-15
Year 2/3 West Everton Children’s Orchestra

Open Rehearsal

May

8

-15

25

Everton Youth Phillharmonic

Open Rehearsal

May

18

-15
Everton Youth Phillharmonic

Cresswell 2, Spencer 2, Heyworth 1 & 2, Duo

Everton Youth Philharmonic/Royal Liverpool

Jun-

Philharmonic Orchestra Side by Side rehearsal

15

Nursery Celebration Morning, Everton Nursery

Jun-

from Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra

12

40

15

Cresswell 1, Spencer 1, Heyworth 1 & 2, Duo from

Nursery Celebration Morning, Everton Nursery

Jul-

Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra

40

15

Year 1

Year 1 Performance, Faith Primary School

Jul-

30

15
Nursery

Nursery Open Lesson, Faith Primary School

Jul-

20

15
Reception

Reception Open Lesson, Faith Primary School

Jul-

20

15
West Everton Children’s Orchestra (Years 2-6),

In Harmony Liverpool 6th Birthday Concert, Liverpool

Jul-

13

Everton Youth Philharmonic

Philharmonic Hall

15

00

Everton Youth Philharmonic

Performance at Resonate Hub and Notre Dame

Jul-

30

Catholic College Summer Concert

15

0

Summer School Concert, Faith Primary School

Jul-

20

Summer School orchestra

15

Table Twenty: Numbers attending In Harmony Performances 2014/15

In addition to the In Harmony Concerts, we are seeing a continued involvement with the
Liverpool Philharmonic Hall events.

300
270

250
200
150
100

149
99

171

147

129

116

157

152

50
0
Sept 06 Aug 07

Sept 07 Aug 08

Sept 08 Aug 09

Sept 09 Aug 10

Sept 10 Aug 11

Sept 11 Aug 12

Sept 12 Jul 13

Sept 12 Jul 13

Sept 12 Jul 13

Table Twenty One: Number of West Everton households purchasing tickets at Liverpool
Philharmonic
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4.2.

Home Visits:
Home visits have continued to be well received by children and families alike.
The following two descriptions by team members highlight the impact of the visits on the
families and the children and neighbours and demonstrate well the additional impact seeing
the children in their home environment has upon the musicians.
The home visit was such a great experience, the whole family were there - S's mum and
partner, and her grandma - and they had provided us food, which was really lovely. We
began by playing the WECO music recently performed in the concert: Daisy Bell with just S
and I, then Yoska with S, myself and Laura. Laura and I then played a couple of duets, then
we finished by all playing Chamambo and Happy. They were all overwhelmed that we came,
and they were very proud of S's progress as she has only been playing the flute since
September. She played really well and made a lovely sound, it was a great opportunity for
her to perform and for her family to see how well she is doing. We left after about 30
minutes, leaving S playing her flute in the doorstep, serenading the street.
Family Visit involving three siblings
Present at the house were E, A, J and their mum. They were eagerly awaiting our arrival
with the front door open; the children spilled out as we drove past and made sure we didn’t
miss the house! They were all keen to help us carry our things in. Their mum was a bit
nervous about our visit – the house was very clean and tidy and everything had been
thoughtfully made ready in the living room – chair for me to sit on, TV off. E played Finale
rather falteringly – he needed his part with finger numbers in really but it had already been
taken out of his folder! A played Daisy, then the three of them played Happy together. E
struggled with that one as well, he perhaps needed quite a lot more warming in to it, not
really an opportunity to do that with a home visit unless it was in term time and he had a
lesson earlier that same day. In general E was quite lively but in a positive enthusiastic way –
I thought he did really well behaviour-wise. It was nice to see him relaxed in his home
environment. Their mum was quite shy and it was hard to tell how much she appreciated us
being there. All of them helped us pack everything back into our cars, and I got chatting to a
group of neighbours who were outside a nearby house. They greeted E so I explained to
them what we’d been doing and they seemed to know a little bit about In Harmony and felt
it was a positive thing for the children to be getting. It was good to see E relating well to
people in the area where he lives too – they obviously knew him and valued him.
Professor Jude Robinson, Professor of the Anthropology of Health and Illness, Head of the
Department of Sociology, Social Policy and Criminology, School of Law and Social Justice,
University of Liverpool has been carrying out research with families in 2013/14 and the
report will be published in Autumn 2015.
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Home Visits

09-10

10-11

11-12

Cumulative

12-13

Cumulative

13-

Cumulative

14-15

Cumulative

14
No. of separate visits in

33

25

8

66

12

78

2

80

6

85

40%

30%

9%

N/A

13%

N/A

2.0%

N/A

5.1%

N/A

33%

42%

38%

N/A

N/A

27.0%

N/A

given year
% of children with
instruments receiving
home visit in given year
% of children with an

N/A

instrument to receive a
home visit since Feb 09

Table Twenty Two: Home Visits

4.3.

National/international connectivity
During 2014/15 In Harmony Liverpool continued to play an important role in the national In
Harmony network.
The year has also seen some large events involving collaborations with national and
international organisations and visiting artists to Liverpool Philharmonic.
“We have had visits from international professional guitarist Milos Karadaglic who
performed for the children in Faith Primary school hall, before answering their questions
about his background and his music.
We also hosted a two week visit from Ron Davis Alvarez, an inspirational teacher and
conductor from Venezuela’s El Sistema Programme. Ron Alvarez is a violinist and conductor.
He was the director of the Guatire nucleo from 2003 to 2011. He was also a tutor in
Fundamusical’s programme for nucleo directors from 2009 to 2011. Ron has worked for long
periods with Sistema programmes in Greenland and Denmark. Since January 2014 he has
been Fundamusical’s Coordinator for International Relations, responsible for sharing
knowledge and experience with Sistema-inspired programmes around the world. Ron
travelled to the UK with his colleague Félix Briceño, a conductor also from El Sistema.
Ron spent two weeks at In Harmony Liverpool, observing and leading sessions with all our
young people, and parents and musician team.4” (In Harmony Liverpool Manager)
“Ron spent two weeks working with In Harmony Liverpool. He led sessions at Faith Primary
School, Everton Nursery and Beacon Primary. He even found time to lead music lessons for
some of the parents. ‘It was great to see how they quickly gained confidence.’ ‘I was very
happy to see how many different methodologies are being applied and adapted to benefit
the children in West Everton,’ said Ron. ‘And I was impressed with how music lessons in
school are being used to create very good music ensembles. This is something that El Sistema
has only started to do recently, with the Simon Bolivar Project, and I feel there is much that
Venezuelan teachers could learn from what is being done in Liverpool.’ Ron met several times
with Rod Skipp, Music Director of In Harmony Liverpool, and the rest of the team. ‘The
children will achieve anything if we show that we believe in them,’ he said.” (Source: Sistema
England website)

4

http://www.sistemaengland.org.uk/sharing-notes/.
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Great Big Music Week – Toronto, Canada
The year ended with a first big overseas trip – taking the 5 eldest young musicians to
perform alongside children from across the world in a performance to mark the end of
“Great Big Music Week” in Toronto, Canada. This was sponsored by Sistema England, and
saw In Harmony Liverpool plan the trip alongside colleagues from In Harmony Telford and
Stoke, In Harmony Lambeth and Sistema in Norwich. Children also travelled from Sistema
Italia to join children from OrKidstra (Ottowa), Sistema Toronto and El Sistema Aeolian
(London, Ontario).
Spotlighting Programme
This year has also seen the continuation of the Spotlighting Programme, funded by Youth
Music and led by Sistema England, giving musicians from all Sistema-based programmes in
England the forum to share best practice and observe each others activity. The culmination
of this programme was a full meeting in Newcastle in May, allowing musicians and teachers
to share practical tips and ideas with each another, to help them continue to ensure
fantastic learning for all young musicians and their communities. Over the year, teachers
have been visiting each participating programme, to identify best practices around three
areas: social pedagogy, differentiation and repertoire. Best practices are being documented,
so they can be shared with other social and music programmes. The activities at Sage
Gateshead also included a panel discussion with Félix Briceño and Ron Davis Alvarez.
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5.

Conclusions and Recommendations:

5.1.

The academic year has been an important one for In Harmony Liverpool for many reasons.
Changing leadership at Faith Primary, the major expansion of the programme in Beacon
Church of England Primary and Everton Nursery School and Family Centre and an expansion
of the funding partnerships that support it have all stretched the delivery team.

5.2.

The changes and the expansion have also led to changes within the evaluation process.
During 2015/16 a refreshed approach has been adopted and we are now publishing two
reports a year. The first is this short data summary report which relates to the academic year
and seeks to maintain the data sets and ensure that the evaluation continues to inform the
management of the programme. The second will be a special report that focuses on the
impact of the project on early years education to be published in Spring 2016.
It is recommended that, wherever possible, consistency in data gathering is sought
between the three centres to assist in comparison.

5.3.

In Harmony Liverpool has continued to show impact in all key areas and continues to
perform well against targets in relation to reach, academic and musical attainment,
wellbeing and community engagement.









5.4.

In Harmony Liverpool has engaged with a total of 735 children, young people and their
families between February 2009 and July 2015.
Whilst all primary school aged school children at Faith Primary School are accessing up
to 4.5 hours per week of music making in curriculum time, 40% of those children
participated in after school provision including wind, brass, percussion and chamber
ensembles – participating in up to 10 hours per week.
In Harmony Liverpool has exceeded musical attainment targets.
There is evidence of long term impact on academic attainment from the first cohort to
take Key Stage Two tests who have engaged with In Harmony Liverpool since the
programme started. The programme has been a catalyst for improvements in children’s
academic progress and attendance across the Faith Primary School population since
2009.
Wellbeing outcomes remain encouraging and the latest data (June 2015) continues to
show improvements with positive increases across all critical inputs from July 2012 to
date.
More than 3,500 people from West Everton, Liverpool and beyond attended a total of
29 In Harmony Liverpool performances throughout 2014/15.

The expansion of the programme brings opportunities for cross learning between the three
centres and there are major opportunities for continuing professional development and
staff exchange and learning that could be maximised. Skilling up nursery staff and teachers
in music could have a major impact and ripple effect as staff move to other schools and
nurseries taking a toolbox of skills with them. There is already evidence that this is
happening in Everton Nursery School. The progression of children from the Nursery to the
two primary schools is to be tracked by the evaluation team as we move forward and a first
meeting of all heads took place in July 2015 where it was agreed that a termly meeting
between them, the In Harmony team and the evaluator would be valuable.
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It is recommended that the team work closely with headteachers and staff to develop
cross working and maximise CPD opportunities.
5.5.

The expansion into Everton Nursery School and Family Centre provides an opportunity to
study and understand the impact of early years music interventions. It allows tracking of
children from nursery to primary school and beyond and this adds a new dimension to both
the evaluation process and the potential of In Harmony Liverpool as a rich research site for
academics.
It is recommended that the case study groups include a group of children who have
progressed from Everton Nursery and Family Centre to either Faith or Beacon.
It is recommended that work should continue on securing academic partnerships that
could enrich the learning accruing around the programme.

5.6.

After 6 years there are now pupils who have progressed to secondary school and are ending
their secondary education. It is important that work is now undertaken to track a sample of
children in order to understand the long term impact on pupils who have continued with
music as well as those who have not done so. There is also a need to seek to understand
what the barriers are to continuing engagement
It is recommended that a strand of work is included in the overall evaluation programme
that explores issues around progression to secondary school with a view to beginning to
gather more robust data for a special report in 2017.

5.7.

The growth in numbers in both Beacon and Faith suggest that there is some change
occurring in the school communities. This may also be having an impact on the community
depending on whether families are living in the area or are out of catchment.
It is recommended that postcode analysis of children on roll is carried out in both schools
to determine geographical profile to begin to explore any demographic shift
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Appendices
1. Evaluation Framework
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In Harmony Liverpool Evaluation Framework, May 2015

Aims (as in 2008 bid to DfE)

(ET = Evaluation Team, PT = Project Team)

Outcomes (as in 2008 bid to
National IH ACE outcomes
DfE)

NfER Research Questions and Stats
measured
To what extent does In Harmony engage
with children from all cultural
backgrounds
Do pupils achieve better at school and
attend more regularly than their peers in
comparison schools not involved in In
Harmony

Improve wellbeing of children

All Faith Primary children have
opportunity for daily music
making

For children: Improved attitude to learning, self confidence
and self esteem. Improved social skills. Good school
attendance and low exclusions . Improved wellbeing,
relationship with parents, and health

Increase their aspirations and achievement

Data Set

Who?

When?

School Roll/ SEN/ Free lunches/ out School data sets from all schools, including postcode analysis of %
of catchment
of children from outside catchment area

1

PT via headteachers/schools

Annually (July)

Attendance/ Absense

1

PT to gather data from schools. Global
figure.

Annually (July)

Amount of children attending after school
Attendance at out of school music
provision, and how many hours attended
provision
by each child

To what extent is children's wellbeing
enhanced through involvement in
orchestral music making - especially in
terms of development in their social,
emotional, health and lifestyle related
wellbeing

For children: Improved Attainment (especially in literacy
and numeracy)

Measures

Do pupils achieve better at school and
attend more regularly than their peers in
comparison schools not involved in In
Harmony

For children: Improved Musical Skills

Significant increase in reported
levels of self-esteem, selfconfidence and increased
wellbeing among children

For children: Avoidance of anti-social behaviour, drug
abuse and crime

For parents: improved relationships with their children

For parents: higher expectations of and aspirations for their
children

Weekly team meetings, with annual
analysis in July

GP data

Sample of 40+ children

3

Levels of pastoral support from
school

TBC

4

PT/ET to explore statistical measures

Standardised emotional wellbeing survey (once a term years 2-6;
EYP once a term and those just extra-curricular filtered as a
separate data set) ; termly in Beacon

5

PT to liaise with school staff for Faith
kids, other kids to be surveyed by PT

Reflection documents from 1:1 referals

5

Case study pupil focus groups with follow up discussion with
school pastoral staff and IH Team

6

ET feeding back to IH team

End of each term, reported back
annually in July

Faith Primary & Beacon Primary SATS results and analysis of
improvement rates against previous years

7

PT to gather data from schools in July

Annually - July

Discussion with case study students and parents

6

ET

End of each term, reported back
annually in July

Child’s reported wellbeing
(percentage showing evidence of
improved emotional wellbeing)

Attainment results

Musical attainment

Annually - July
Annually - July

Termly, around each half-term break.
Reported back annually in July. Beacon
to start full school in September with a
baseline
End of each term, reported back
PT to gather documents and pass to ET
annually in July

Reports from school teachers (learning behaviours) – Faith
Primary & Beacon Primary by meetings with ET. Nursery Interview 8
with HT

ET to meet with Faith Primary, Beacon End of each term, reported back
and Nursery teachers, PT
annually in July

Comparing individual musical progress against previous
achievement and ABRSM standards

IH Tutors

End of each term, reported back
annually in July

PT

Annually - July

9

Percentage of children participating in more then 3, and more than
2
5 performances per year.
Comparing individual achievement against other systems - eg Arts
9
Award, Grade exams
Interviews with case study children examining current and future
6
goals

IH Tutors
ET

End of each term, reported back
annually in July
End of each term, reported back
annually in July

Total hours of IH curriculum provision
received by each year group, each term

Attendance at In Harmony

Reporting on hours of engagement

2

PT

End of each term, reported back
annually in July

Are children's musical enjoyment and
musical skills improved through
involvement at In Harmony

Reported levels of enjoyment and
engagement

Annual parental survey / focus groups

10

ET

Annually - July

Parent/carer focus groups (all schools)

10

ET feeding back to IH team

Annually - July

Teacher interviews (all schools)

8

ET and PT

End of each term, reported back
annually in July

PT

After each home visit, with analysis
annually in July

Does involvement in In Harmony help
parents/carers to have high expectations
for their children and to feel able to help
them realise their aspirations

Significant proportion of family
Empower whole community, increase in
and community reporting
confidence and ability to change their own
improved wellbeing. Community
lives
To what extent is parental engagement
feels music is a normal part of life For parents: Greater involvement in schools and their childs
with school improved as a result of
education
involvement in In Harmony

For parents: Improved sense of community

PT to minute meetings and record
attendance issues and actions taken.
Keep up-to-date registers. Monthly
report on club attendance to Team
Meeting.
ET to liaise with CCG and
gather/analyse data

2

Aspiration

Inspire and support social development of
children

Attendance data from all schools, submitted annually to LA

Attendance data from IH team

Improvement in levels of
achievement and attendance
Are children's musical enjoyment and
musical skills improved through
involvement at In Harmony

Methods

Analysis of home visit reports and team feedback; numbers of visits
2
Reported relationship improvements and % reach to families/ school community
Parent/carer attendance at school/IH events (as reported by
team/school staff)

2

PT

Annually - July

Interviews with IH Team

11

ET

End of each term, reported back
annually in July

Parent/carer focus group

10

ET

Annually - July

Teacher interviews (all schools)

8

ET

End of each term, reported back
annually in July

Reported changes in responses and
behaviour (community)

Community focus group, and parent and teacher and team
discussions

12

ET

End of each term, reported back
annually in July

IH and community interactions

Track IH community-facing events (attendance/ number of
events/who attends)

2

PT

Annually - July

The local climate

Crime and other Ward statistics

13

ET

Annually - July

IH records and Liverpool Philharmonic Box Office

2

PT/Liverpool Philharmonic staff

Annually - July

Perception of music

Community and parent focus groups

12

ET

Annually - July

Measure any changes in external
perception - national /international
connectivity

Monitoring and analysis of press coverage, list external visitors and
14a
partnerships

PT/Liverpool Philharmonic staff

Annually - July

Any changes in staff/parents’ views

Does In Harmony help parents to develop Attendance at Liverpool
Philharmonic events/venues
a stronger sense of community

Measuring levels of collaborative
working and approaches in
community

For IH projects: In Harmony projects attract a wide range
of investment and support and have a sustainable model
Partnership Development and In Harmony
as catalyst for partnership and community
development

How successful are In Harmony sites in
securing their future viability

To improve the school readiness of young children,
including musical and creative development,
listening, concentration, physical coordination and
preparation for formal learning.

To develop, test and disseminate learning from an In
Harmony Nursery School and Children's Centre
model, applying the immersive El Sistema philosophy
for early years, working across an entire nursery
school population of under 5s and their families
through musical excellence.

Annually - July

14b

ET and interviews with Project Director Annually - July
ET

Annually - July

14b

ET

Annually - July

Interviews with PCT and City Council

14b

ET

Annually - July

Record activity and Measure against baseline provision

PT

Termly

Record activity and Measure against baseline provision

PT

Termly

Survey of staff and parents

ET design survey/ implemented by
nursery

Dec-15

Records of investment

PT

Termly

Survey of staff and parents

ET design survey/ implemented by
nursery

Dec-15

Curriculum

PT

Dec-15

Record activity

PT

Termly

Record activity

Nursery Staff

Termly

In Harmony is established, core curriculum focus within
Nursery.

Interviews with Headteacher

ET

Sep-15

Increased wellbeing of children (assessment underpinned
by current school data and tracking procedures).

School data and tracking

Nursery Staff

Termly

Increased confidence in participating children assessed by
Nursery Teachers.

School data and tracking

Nursery Staff

Termly

School data and tracking

Nursery Staff

Termly

Acceleration in educational achievement (child impact
statements and data tools, acknowledged by Ofsted for good
practice, May 2014).

School data and tracking

Nursery Staff

Termly

Increase in musical skills of participating children

Joint assessment - teachers and musicians

Nursery Staff/ PT

Termly

Improvements in children's communication skills.

Joint assessment - teachers and musicians

Nursery Staff/ PT

Termly

Child progress as framed by Characteristics of Effective
Learning.

School data and tracking

Nursery Staff

Termly

Successful development and implementation of music
curriculum throughout Everton Nursery School and Family
Centre

Record Activity/ Interview with headteacher

PT/ ET

Sep-15

Proportion of children in Everton Nursery School
participating in 1.5 hours of music making each week.

Record Activity

PT

Termly

Project evaluation presented and disseminated as part of In
Harmony Liverpool longitudinal evaluation study published
reports.

Data analysis and report writing

ET

Mar-16

Music is part of Nursery culture for children/staff/parents.
Development and publication of In Harmony early years
music curriculum.
Evidence of sharing in Sistema networks, Everton Nursery's
international links, Music Education Hubs and Youth
Music Network.
Evidence of disseminating methodology and pedagogy
through North Liverpool Teaching School's publications
and training programme.

N/A

Annually - July

PM

14b

Measuring Liverpool Philharmonic
impact locally and nationally

Develop music making as a key teacher input throughout
Nursery routine
Increase in skills and confidence to use music making in
early years practitioners, trainee nursery teachers and
parents/carers.
Increased investment in music resources (including
instruments) in Everton Nursery.

To improve the personal, social and emotional
development of young children at higher risk of delay
through participation in creative musical activity.

ET

14a

Collaborative CPD and training opportunities across Music
Measuring
training/observations/linked project Education Hub/Liverpool Philharmonic
etc…
Interview with Music Education Hub

Increased amount and frequency of professional musicianled music making provision in Everton Nursery.

To embed learning and effective practice in host and
partner organisations and share practice beyond the
project

12

Report from IH team and PT - connectivity with local initiatives

Interviews with Project Director

For IH projects: the core principles of In Harmony are
replicable in different contexts

To improve the quality and standards of music
delivery for children and young people.

Community and parent focus groups

Levels and assessment of child involvement using Leuven
Scale and Everton Nursery impact statements.

N/A

N/A

